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Sturt’s
Desert Pea
This unique plant can be found in all mainland states except .............................
It was chosen as the floral emblem of ......................... ............................... in
1961. The .................... are bright red and the centre is ....................... . The
leaves are thick and green and they have little fine ......................... all over
them. Sturt’s ....................... Pea is a ............................... plant which means
it grows for longer than two years. This unique plant grows along the ground
and can look quite striking when it flowers across large ....................... in the
dry Australian .............. ..................... . It was named after .......................
........................ because he wrote about it in his diary of his ...............................
... from Adelaide to inland Australia in 1844.
Choose from this
list to fill in the
blank spaces above.
areas
Charles Sturt
South Australia
black
expedition
hairs
perennial
Victoria
land scape
petals
Desert
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Sturt’s
Desert Pea
This unique plant can be found in all mainland states except Victoria
It was chosen as the floral emblem of South Australia in 1961. The petals are
bright red and the centre is black . The leaves are thick and green and they have
little fine hairs all over them. Sturt’s Desert Pea is a perennial plant which means
it grows for longer than two years. This unique plant grows along the ground and
can look quite striking when it flowers across large areas in the dry Australian
land scape . It was named after Charles Sturt because he wrote about it in his
diary of his expedition from Adelaide to inland Australia in 1844.

Choose from this
list to fill in the
blank spaces above.
areas
Charles Sturt
South Australia
black
expedition
hairs
perennial
Victoria
land scape
petals
Desert
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